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Manchester York Rite Bodies
Welcome to our new
Newsletter
Brothers, Companions, and Sir Knights, I welcome you
to our new newsletter! In an attempt to better our
communication to you, we have chosen to take
advantage of one of the top mail tools in industry
today. We, you current Officers, are aware the
communication has been lacking for some time and
hope this is just the first step in alleviating that
problem. In addition to this emailing, we have also set
up a facebook page (you can find our page through the
link of the side bar). We are open to ideas for other
ways to facilitate communications with you and look
forward to any feedback you choose to provide.

From the Officers
Firstly, I would like to take a moment to thank all of you
who attended our annual meetings and afforded me the
opportunity to serve you this coming year. Yes, it was
decided that in order to help facilitate the recovery of
our York Rite Bodies in Manchester, that we would have
one person take the East for all three organizations. Our
bodies are facing a difficult path ahead of us and we
need your help to determine what the fate will be of your
York Rite in Manchester. I would welcome any support
that you could provide, whether it is with ritual,
mentoring, or any other useful task. We also recently
had our Grand YR Bodies annual meetings and I can tell
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you that they are in very good hands with a very eager
corp of officers (many of whom have more color in their
hair than grey!). Again, thank you for your support and I
look forward to seeing you at our upcoming events.
Please take note of the 25 June Town Hall Session in
Goffstown. This is your chance to come out and tell the
heads of our three Grand York Rite Bodies, what is on
your mind in terms of York Rite Masonry in the state.
This is for our Manchester bodies to have a some "one
on one" time early in the new grand year. I hope you
can join us!
One last thing! If you have not had a chance to see the
new NH York Rite Page, I suggest you take a look. Each
Grand body has a page with the latest announcements
(of which there are quite a few for the upcoming year)
please take some time to take a look
(http://nhyorkrite.org/).
Godspeed,
Patrick "Sully" O'Sullivan
HP, IM, and EC
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